




Toscanini SuMisura® is born, an exclusive project dedicated 
to all who appreciate the uniqueness of an object created by 
craftsmen and made to satisfy a special personal require- 
ment.

With the SuMisura® project, Toscanini offers a brand 
new range of wooden clothes hangers made to the 
Client’s measurements, to guarantee a perfect sup- 
port for your clothing and keep them in shape.

Thanks to the correct size, Toscanini han- 
gers prevent jackets, coats, trousers and 
shirts forming ugly creases or, even 
worse, becoming deformed. Today, 
every size, from Small to Xlarge, 
can find the ideal hanger.



The Toscanini SuMisura® range 
affords a choice not only of size 
of hanger but also of function, 
colour, finish and details up to 
customization with the Client’s 
initials.

A Toscanini SuMisura® clothes 
hanger is an indisputably useful 
object, a thing of beauty and an 
elegant gift.



Er g o n o m i c s
T h i c k n e s s e s , 

curves, accessories, 
finishes: every detail 

combines to ensure that 
a Toscanini SuMisura® em- 

bodies the best of Italian tech- 
nology and workmanship.

Un i q U E n E s s
Each individual is different from all 
others; tailors are well aware of this and 
create clothing for a perfect hang and 
long durability.
Toscanini knows this too, and for 
three generations has produced 
wooden hangers in 6 differ- 
ent sizes to suit the Cus- 
tomer’s size perfectly.



so l i d i t y
Toscanini SuMisura® 
clothes hangers are for 
life, the quality of materials 
and workmanship prove it, the 
initials which can be engraved on 
the wood prove it.
An exclusive object as a gift for a friend, 
a colleague or a client.

or d E r
Toscanini SuMisura® clothes han- 
gers transform the wardrobe into a
well ordered space where all the 
clothes are on the same height.

Hangers for different purposes 
but in harmony with each other. 

A wardrobe which is beautiful 
to see, easy to organize, on 

a par with the clothes it 
contains.





Measurement of hanger (cm)
Size of clothing (Ita) 

Waxed 
natural 
beech

Hook

Initials

Canaletto 
walnut

Wenge

Chrome finish Brass finish

Finishes

A.B.  A.B.
Goudy Old Style  English

   40  42  45  47 49 51
42/44 46/48/50 52/54 56/58    60/62     64+

International size correspondence chart available on the website www.toscaninisumisura.it





Once upon a time the ladies’ maid or the 
valet looked after all the clothes in the 
house, putting them away so as to best 
keep them in good order. Here are a few 
tips on how best to put clothing away to 
preserve elegance of shape and quality 
of material.





Ja c k E t s a n d c o at s

The correct size of hanger will preserve the 
smart line of the shoulders of jackets and coats.

Always brush jackets and coats before putting 
them away; this is good for the material and 
removes dust and hairs. 

At the end of the season cover the shoulders of 
clothes with a light coloured cotton cloth: this 
will help protect them from dust.

Two or three red cedar mothballs will keep in- 
sects away from woollen and cashmere articles. 



ca s U a l J a c k E t s,  c o at s 
a n d l i g h t w E i g h t a rt i c l E s

A slim coathanger with machined shoulders will 
keep casual jackets, light jackets and light coats 
in shape without taking up too much space in 
the wardrobe. 

Leather or suede jackets should not be hung in 
contact with light coloured articles of clothing; 
the dye could run and stain cotton or linen.

Preferably remove raincoat belts from the 
loops before putting away the articles for long 
periods; in this way difficult to remove creases 
can be avoided.







sh i rt s

A lightweight hanger is ideal to hang shirts.

Some prefer to hang them in the wardrobe 
whilst others like to find them folded and laid 
out in order of colour. Whatever your school of 
thought, a freshly-laundered shirt is a pleasure 
not to be forgone.

‘Elegance is centered on the shirt’ wrote Oscar 
Wilde; this is why it must be ironed to absolute 
perfection.



tr o U s E r s

Indispensable to keep trousers in shape is the 
trouser hanger, which should have an effec- 
tive non-slip surface to avoid finding crumpled 
trousers at the bottom of the wardrobe.

Trouser creases are an essential sign of ele- 
gance; for this reason it is important that trou- 
sers are frequently pressed.

To pack trousers in a suitcase and find them in 
shape on arrival, it is sufficient to lay them on 
the bottom, folding them in two and placing 
between the two halves other, less delicate ar- 
ticles, which act as a pad and avoid the forma- 
tion of fold lines on the trouser leg.







For three generations we at Toscanini select, 
work and transform the most valuable woods 
to create hangers ideal for hanging the most 
delicate materials and keep the shape of jac- 
kets, trousers, skirts, shirts.

Driven by a love of well made articles, heirs to a 
craftsman’s know-how which guarantees solu-
tions unrivalled from a technical and aesthetic 
point of view, we are proud to represent the 
quality of ‘Made in Italy’ and to be present in 
wardrobes, in stores and in the most famous 
showrooms in the world.



www.toscaninisumisura. it

Toscanini SuMisura® clothes hangers  
may be purchased on Internet.
Discover which models, finishes  
and accessories can be combined  
by means of the Configurator  
to be found on the Toscanini website.  
Simple instructions will guide you  
through the selection and purchase  
process for you and also for your friends.


